
Airsoft replica 1911 Molon Labe Grip brown gas GBB
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-12062-Airsoft-replica-1911-Molon-Labe-Grip-brown-
gas-GBB

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Energy (J) Length (cm) Height (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

PG42461 1911 pistol Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  15  1  21.5  13.5  930  170.00 € incl. tax

Markings ????? ???? (molon labé) and numbers of kills engraved on the cylinder head!

Full metal replica
Aged appearance and exceptional rendering
Dotted grips and non-slip pads
Markings ????? ???? (mol?n labé) and number of kills engraved on the breech
Replicas of exterior parts from 1911
Metal reinforced body and parts: chamber, spring guide, safety, breech stopper, hammer etc...
Adjustable hop-up
Realistic weight and recoil
Gas Type: Green gas
Power: ~300 FPS
Magazine capacity: 15 + 1

The packaging includes: The replica, an orange tip, a charger and the user manual

Performance, precision & durability. All concentrated in an AW Custom!
Info-products: a Gas Blow-Back replica is a replica whose breech recoils with each shot in a realistic way
like on a firearm.

Dimensions: 215mm x 135mm

With over 100 years in service, John Browning's semi-automatic pistol design is arguably the most popular
handgun among military, law enforcement, and civilian circles. There's a good reason why the 1911 is the
world's best-known military weapon; Even today, some elite combat units in the United States still choose to
wear the venerable 1911 by their side. Its simple design made the firearm easy to use and maintain, making it
a very sturdy and reliable weapon. The weapon's success prompted many gunmakers to borrow the design
and conception from the 1911; To this day, the 1911 is still widely used as a benchmark when comparing
handguns.
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The Armorer Works "MOLON LABE" 1911A1 pays homage to the handgun. The replica gun features a
beautiful weathering finish to resemble the battle-damaged look of a weapon that would have seen many
battles. The classic phrase ????? ???? (mol?n labé) and the bold engravings show that surrender is not an
option and taking this weapon will be very expensive.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


